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Formation control for autonomous
robots with collision and obstacle
avoidance using a rotational
and repulsive force–based approach
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Abstract
In this article, we address a formation control problem for a group of autonomous robots to track a moving target in the
presence of obstacles. In the proposed method, desired formations, which consist of virtual nodes arranged in specific
shapes, are first generated. Then, autonomous robots are driven toward these virtual nodes without collisions with each
other using a novel control scheme, which is based on artificial force fields. The convergence analysis is shown based on
Lyapunov’s stability. The novelty of the proposed approach lies in a new combination of rotational force field and repulsive
force field to design a mechanism so that robots can avoid and escape complex obstacle shapes. The effectiveness of the
proposed method is illustrated with numerical examples using V-shape and circular shape formations.
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Introduction

Research activities in multiagent systems have offered a

wide range of applications in various areas such as physics,

biology, cybernetics, and agriculture. In the field of mul-

tiagent systems, one of the most important problems is

formation control, in which agents in the system are

required to form desired shapes. Typical potential applica-

tions in formation control include search and rescue mis-

sions, forest fire detection and surveillance, source seeking,

and so on. Autonomous robots of a multiagent system can

be underwater vehicles,1,2 unmanned aerial vehicles,3,4

mobile sensor networks,5–12 rectangular agents,13 and non-

holonomic mobile robots.14–18

Centralized control protocols have been constructed

based on the common assumption that the information of

all agents is available or the multiagent system possesses

all-to-all communication. The drawbacks of the centralized
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communication control architect are inflexibility and large

computational costs for each controller for each agent espe-

cially when the number of robots is large. In contrast, a

distributed or decentralized control approach can provide

more flexibility, easier implementation, and less computa-

tion loads as the controller of each agent only requires the

information of its neighbor agents.6,7,18–21

In formation control of a multiagent system, desired

tasks of the system, such as tracking a moving target, are

executed by the cooperation of a robot team. The formation

control problem of autonomous robots is motivated by nat-

ural behaviors of creatures such as fish schooling, bird

flocking, or ant swarming. Here, the members in the for-

mation are required to collaborate with others to achieve

common goals such as velocity matching and collision

avoidance. The formation of a swarm of mobile robots can

be generated and controlled by different methods in the

literature. It is well-known that the artificial potential field

method plays a pivotal role in controlling the coordination

and the motion of a swarm so that its agents move toward

target positions.22–28 It is well established that the potential

field generates impulsive/attractive forces for mobile

robots to avoid collision and maintain distances in coordi-

nation control problems.5 Many works on the formation

control method using the random connections among

neighboring members in a swarm as an a-lattice configura-

tion were reported in a variety of papers.5–12,29,30 In this

direction, the attractive/repulsive force fields are employed

to link neighboring robots so that a robust formation with-

out collisions is established. In a different approach, a

dynamic framework was introduced by Hou et al.31 and

Cheah et al.,32 in which the robots of a swarm can adapt

their formation by rotating and scaling during their move-

ment. Similarly, the attractive/repulsive force fields were

also utilized by Eren33 to control robots to converge to

given positions of a desired shape.

Although the artificial potential field has been regarded

as a powerful tool for path planning of mobile robots, it still

possesses some limitations due to local minimum prob-

lems. This can lead to a situation where a robot can get

stuck if facing with an obstacle. In this context, the attrac-

tive force of the target and the repulsive force of the obsta-

cles are equal and collinear but in an opposite direction. As

a result, the total force on the robot is equal to zero, which

traps the robot there. In addition, the traditional potential

field method exhibits shortcomings in complex environ-

ments which contain convex and concave obstacle shapes,

such as U-shaped obstacles or long walls and so on. When

facing with these kinds of obstacles, robots can be trapped

in them, and hence prevented from reaching targets.34 The

summary of related work is shown in Table 1. Recent

research methods were proposed to address local minima

avoidance41,42 that the reader can refer to.

In many studies, the dynamics of agents are modeled as

single integrator,13,43,44 double integrators,5,7,10,45,46 and uni-

cycles.47,48 In narrow space, the shapes of agents are taken

into consideration for the formation control problem.13,44 In

this article, a formation control problem for point-based

agents with double-integrator dynamics is addressed. Theo-

retical development of the paper sets a framework, which

can be employed to design a formation control system for

various agents with more complicated dynamics and shapes.

The particle model in this article has been extensively used

in previous work. The work of Olfati-Saber5 presents a

Table 1. Summary of related work in multiagent formation control.

LCF DFF FS

Flocking of mobile sensor networks,5–7

flocking of multiagent systems,8–11 and
adaptation and stability of a swarm in a
dynamic environment.12,29,30

Formation control following a
framework, 33,35,36 and formation
control following dynamic region.31,32

Our article presents a new approach to
multi-robot formation control following
a desired shape formation (V-shape37,38

or circular shape,39,40 etc.) to track, and
encircle a moving target under the effect
of the dynamic environment.

LCF is mainly designed based on the
random connections among the
neighboring members in an a-lattice
configuration. The convergence and
adaptation of a swarm in a dynamic
environment were verified. However,
when we need a practical formation, such
as V-shape, circular shape or linear
formation, and so on. LCF method is still
constrained. In this method, each robot’s
motion depends on the motion of its
neighbors.

In the DFF method, all robots in the group
move together within a given framework
or region. They stay within a moving
region and are able to adjust their
formation by rotating and scaling during
their movement. This method does not
require specific orders or positions of all
robots inside the given region. Each
robot’s motion depends on the motion of
its neighbors and framework.

In our approach, the shape of the desired
formation is easily designed. Robots are
independently controlled by the
attractive potential field from the virtual
nodes in the desired formation.
Moreover, the designed virtual nodes
guarantee that the neighboring robots do
not interact with each other. Hence,
robots easily converge to these virtual
nodes under the velocity matching. Using
an added rotational vector field, robots
can quickly escape convex and concave
obstacles to continue to track the target.

LCF: a-lattice connection formation; DFF: dynamic framework formation; FS: formation following desired shape.
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theoretical framework for design and analysis of distributed

flocking algorithms using the double-integrator dynamics

for the dynamics of an agent. In applications, it is employed

to model mobile robots that have omnidirectional motion

capability, such as the Rovio mobile robots.7,10 It is also

used in theoretical work for mobile sensor networks.45,46

The main contributions of this article are in the follow-

ing. The formation control algorithms are designed to drive

multiple robots to converge to the desired positions to cap-

ture a moving target while avoiding collision with other

agents and obstacles. However, the communication is still

all-to-all since there is a need to compare the distances of

agents to the target to choose the leader of the swarm. Once

the leader is chosen, the control law of an agent is calcu-

lated based on the positions and velocities of its neighbor

agents. In this case, the control algorithm is distributed,

which helps save computational costs. The stability of the

formation is maintained and collision avoidance among

robots is obtained while the swarm tracks a moving target.

In addition, the novelty of the article lies in the combination

of the rotational and repulsive force fields, from which the

obstacle avoidance control algorithm is constructed to drive

robots to escape obstacles without collisions.

The structure of the article is organized as follows. In

section Formulation, the problem formulation is presented.

In section Control algorithms, the formation control algo-

rithms are presented. Section Case study presents a case

study for two typical examples of V-shape and circular shape

formation control. Section Simulation results presents some

simulation results. Finally, section Conclusion concludes the

article with some remarks and future research topics.

Problem formulation

In this article, a swarm of N robots is considered with their

mission of tracking a moving target in two-dimensional

space. Let pi ¼ ðxi; yiÞT and vi ¼ ðvix; viyÞT be the position

and velocity vectors of robot i (i ¼ 1; 2; 3; :::;N ), respec-

tively. The dynamic model of robot i is

_pi ¼ vi

_vi ¼ ui

ð1Þ

for i ¼ 1; 2; 3; :::;N .

Conditions for a formation of autonomous robots are as

follows:

a. There are no collisions among robots.

b. Robots must converge to the desired positions.

c. Robots must avoid collision with obstacles.

d. The formation must be maintained under the influ-

ence of the environment.

A desired formation of a multi-robot system consists of

virtual nodes which will be occupied by the robots of the

system. To facilitate the control design and analysis, we

introduce the following definitions.

Definition 1. In the desired formation, a virtual node j

(j ¼ 1; 2; ::;N ; qj ¼ ðxj; yjÞT ; vj ¼ ðvjx; vjyÞT ) is a desired

position for robot i, for which lim
t!1
k piðtÞ � qjðtÞ k¼ 0.

Definition 2. Let dpiqj
< ra be the distance of robot i to

virtual node j (j ¼ 1; 2; 3; :::;N ). If dpiqj
< ra, where

ra ¼ d=2� la, d is the distance between two neighbor

virtual nodes, and la is a positive constant, then robot i is

an active robot. Otherwise, it is called a free robot. Here, ra

is denoted as the radius of the active circle surrounding the

virtual node (see Figure 1).

Definition 3. Let l denote the index of the current leader of

the swarm.

Definition 4. In the desired formation, virtual node j is called

an active node if a robot i (i ¼ 1; 2; ::;N ) lies in the active

circle of the virtual node j (see Figure 1). Otherwise, it is

called a free virtual node.

Definition 5. The desired V-shape formation consists of two

line formations. These line formations are driven by a

selected leader and connected by a formation angle �. In

each line of the formation, the virtual nodes are equidistant

to its neighboring ones.

Definition 6. The desired circular shape formation is a circle

in which all virtual nodes are distributed evenly on the

circle and the target lies in the center of the circle.

Definition 7. Let N
k
i ðtÞ be the set of the neighboring robots

of the robot i at time t, such that

pk

rr

*

r

pi

Formation’s direction

d = rr

Leader
    pl

Free robot

Active robot

Free node

Active node

Moving direction
 of active robot k

Moving direction
 of free robot i

Collision detection region *

Collision
region

Circular shape
formation

V-shape
formation

rr

ra

Target
    pt

 d

qj-1

qj

Figure 1. Description of the formation control method using the
desired V-shape and circular shape structure. Agents use algo-
rithm 1 to reach their virtual nodes to form the desired forma-
tions. The leader is selected by using algorithm 2.
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N
k
i ðtÞ ¼ f8k : dk

i ¼k pi � pk k� rr; k 2 1; :::;N ; k 6¼ ig
ð2Þ

where rr is the repulsive radius surrounding each robot, and

dk
i is the Euclidean distance between robots k and i.

Definition 8. A set of the neighboring obstacles of robot i at

time t is defined as

O
o
i ðtÞ ¼ f8k : diok

� rb; k 2 1; :::;Mg ð3Þ

where rb > 0, M is the number of obstacles, and

diok
¼k pi � pok

k are the obstacle detection range and the

Euclidean distance between robot i and obstacle ok ,

respectively.

Control algorithms

This section presents control algorithms to guarantee that

all robots will converge to their desired positions in the

desired formation. While tracking a moving target, colli-

sion and obstacle avoidance of the swarm must be

achieved.

Control architecture

To address our problem, we propose the control input ui for

each robot as follows

ui ¼
ut

i þ uo
i if robot i is a leader

u
f
i þ uo

i þ uc
i otherwise

(
ð4Þ

where u
f
i is used to control the formation connection, uo

i

drives robots to avoid obstacles, uc
i helps robots avoid col-

lision during the motion of the swarm, and ut
i serves as a

tracking controller. Hence, it can drive the leader of the

swarm to move toward the target. In equation (4), when

collision avoidance for robot i is active, other robots lie in

its repulsive radius rr, which activates uc
i . Similarly, when

an obstacle lies in the obstacle sensing range rb, obstacle

avoidance is active, leading to the activation of uo
i . The

stability analysis of the main results in this article will be

based on Lyapunov’s stability theorem.49,50

Formation connection control algorithm

Initially, there exists an attractive force field for each virtual

node j ðj ¼ 1; 2; :::NÞ. The resulting attractive force fields

drive free robots to move toward their desired positions. The

free robots will then become active and will occupy these

desired positions. The tracking control objective for each

robot is to make the distance between robot i and virtual

node j (dpiqj
¼k pi � qj k) approach zero as fast as possible.

In other words, lim
t!1
k pi � qj k¼ 0 and lim

t!1
k vi � vj k¼ 0.

Based on the above argument, the formation control law for

formation connection is presented in algorithm 1.

In algorithm 1, kp1
i , kp2

i , kp3
i , and kv

i are positive con-

stants; ðpi � qjÞ and ðvi � vjÞ are the relative position and

velocity vectors between robot i and virtual node j, respec-

tively. Two potential fields f 1
ij ¼ �k

p3
i ðpi � qjÞ= k pi � qj k

and f 2
ij ¼ �k

p1
i ðpi � qjÞ are employed as the artificial attrac-

tive forces. Free robots are driven toward the desired

Algorithm 1. Reaching the desired positions at the virtual nodes
in the desired formation.
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formation using the constant potential field f 1
ij, while active

robots are controlled to approach the virtual nodes using the

linear potential field f 2
ij. In addition, the component

�kv
i ðvi � vjÞ serves as a damping term. Thus, using algo-

rithm 1, the robots of the swarm can quickly converge to the

desired positions, which are the virtual nodes of the desired

formation. The stability of the formation is stated in the

following.

Theorem 1. Consider the active robot i with its dynamic

model (1) and control input u
j
i given in algorithm 1 at the

active node j in the desired formation. If the velocity of

node j is smaller than the maximum velocity of robot i,

and node j� 1 is also active, then the system (1) will

converge to the equilibrium state, at which pi ¼ qj and

vi ¼ vj for all i and j.

Proof. In order to analyze the stability of the robot i at the

active node j when the node j� 1 is also active, we rewrite

the control law u
f
i as follows

u
f
i ¼ f 2

ij � kv
i ðvi � vjÞ þ _vj ð5Þ

Consider the vector field f 2
ij ¼ �k

p1
i ðpi � pjÞ ¼

ðPi;Qi; ZiÞT where Pi ¼ kp1
i ðxi � xjÞ, Qi ¼ k

p1
i ðyi � yjÞ,

and Zi ¼ 0. According to Freeman and Kokotovic,49 we

obtain

rotðf j
2iÞ ¼

@Zi

@yi

� @Qi

@zi

;
@Pi

@zi

� @Zi

@xi

;
@Qi

@xi

� @Pi

@yi

� �T

¼ 0

ð6Þ

Equation (6) shows that the vector field f 2
ij is irrota-

tional. Consider the scale function

V ij ¼
1

2
kp1

i ðpi � qjÞðpi � qjÞ
T ð7Þ

Taking the negative gradient of the function V
f
i , we

obtain

�rV ij ¼ �r
1

2
kp1

i ðpi � qjÞðpi � qjÞT
0
@

1
A

¼ �r 1

2
kp1

i ððxi � xjÞ2 þ ðyi � yjÞ2
0
@

1
A

¼
�1

2
kp1

i
@
@xi

ððxi � xjÞ2 þ ðyi � yjÞ2

�1
2
kp1

i
@
@yi

ððxi � xjÞ2 þ ðyi � yjÞ2

0
BB@

1
CCA

T

¼
�kp1

i ðxi � xjÞ

�kp1
i ðyi � yjÞ

0
@

1
A

T

¼ �kp1
i ðpi � pjÞ

¼ f
f 2
i

ð8Þ

Equations (6) and (8) show that the vector field f
f 2
i is a

potential field, and its potential function is V
f
i .

Let �x1 ¼ pi � qj and �x2 ¼ vi � vj be the relative position

and velocity of the robot i and node j, respectively. The

error dynamic model of the system is given as

_�x1 ¼ �x2 ð9Þ

_�x2 ¼ u
j
i � _vj ; i; j ¼ 1; 2; :::;N ð10Þ

From equations (5) and (9),

_�x ¼ A�x ð11Þ

where �x ¼ ð�x1;�x2ÞT and

A ¼
O2 I 2

�kj
ip1I 2 �kv

i I 2

" #
ð12Þ

where O2 is the zero matrix of 2 and I 2 is the identity

matrix of 2. It can easily be shown that the eigenvalues of

matrix A are the roots of the polynomial s2 þ kp1
i sþ kv

i ,

which have negative real parts since kp1
i is positive. Hence,

the system (11) is asymptotically stable.50
c

Remark 1. It is well established that the Lyapunov theory is

employed for the stability proof of formation and flock

control of multiagent systems.5 For more information about

the Lyapunov theory, the reader is referred to the work of

Freeman and Kokotovic49 and Khalil.50

Remark 2. Figure 1 illustrates a desired formation (V-shape

or circular shape formation) of N virtual nodes. The desired

formation contains a desired position for each robot. Algo-

rithm 1 allows each free robot i to firstly seek its closest

free virtual node (for instance, j) so that it will be active at

this virtual node. If the position of an active robot i is still

not at the desired one (e.g. robot k in Figure 1 with

k ¼ 1; 2; :::;N ; k 6¼ l), then it will automatically move to

virtual node ðj� 1Þ until it occupies the desired position.

In order to allow robot i to approach node j as fast as

possible, we use the attractive force from node j, which is

proportional to its velocity. This means that the factor kp1
i in

algorithm 1 depends on the velocity vj. This factor is given as

kp1
i ¼ k

pd
i þ e1 k vj k ð13Þ

where kpd
i and e1 are positive.

Collision avoidance control algorithm

This section presents a method for the collision avoidance

among the robots during their movement based on the arti-

ficial repulsive potential field. The potential field has been

widely used in addressing flocking and formation control of

multiagent systems.5,9,22–24 In general, a potential function

xð:Þ, which depends on the distance among agents or between

agents and obstacles, is constructed. A typical feedback

Dang et al. 5



control law consists of two parts: the gradient of the potential

function and the velocity consensus term.5,9,22–24

In order to avoid the collision between robots i and k (i,

k ¼ 1; 2; :::;N ; i 6¼ k 6¼ l), the local repulsive force field is

created surrounding each robot within the repulsive radius

rr as

f ik ¼
1

dik

� 1

rr

� �
kc1

ik

ðdikÞ2
� kc2

ik ðdik � rrÞ
 !

cc
iknik ð14Þ

where positive constants kc1
ik and kc2

ik are employed to deal

with fast interaction. The unit vector from robots k to i is

described as nik ¼ ðpi � pkÞ= k pi � pk k. The scalar cc
ik is

defined as N

cc
ik ¼

1; if k 2N
k
i ðtÞ

0; otherwise

(
ð15Þ

The algorithm for the collision avoidance is built based on

the repulsive vector field (14) combined with the relative

velocity vectorkc
ikðvi � vkÞ between robots k and i as follows

uc
i ¼

XN

k¼1;k 6¼i

ðf ik � cc
ikk

c
ikðvi � vkÞÞ ð16Þ

The controller (16) reveals that neighboring robots are

controlled to leave each other when distances among them

are too close. As in the study of Olfati-Saber,5 we employ

repulsive fields to avoid collision among agents. The anal-

ysis is quite similar to that in the study of Olfati-Saber.5

Therefore, our control mechanism guarantees that collision

avoidance in the swarm is achieved.

Obstacle avoidance control algorithm

This section presents a control algorithm for robots to pass

through M obstacles. The obstacle avoidance control algo-

rithm for each member robot i (i ¼ 1; 2; :::;N ) is designed

as follows

uo
i ¼

XM
h¼1

ðf op
i þ f or

i þ ko
i co

ihðvi � voh
ÞÞ ð17Þ

where relative velocity vector ðvi � voh
Þ between robot i and

its neighboring obstacle oh is utilized as a damping term with

damping scaling factor ko
i , and the scalar co

ih is defined as

co
ih ¼

1; if h 2 O
o
i ðtÞ

0; otherwise

�
ð18Þ

The repulsive force field f
op
i is created to drive robot i to

move away from its neighboring obstacle (see Figure 2).

This force field is designed as

f
op
i ¼

1

dioh

� 1

rb

� �
ko1

i

ðdioh
Þ2
� ko2

i ðdioh
� rbÞ

 !
co

ioh
nioh
ð19Þ

where positive factors ko1
i and ko2

i are used to control the

fast obstacle avoidance, rb is the obstacle detection range

defined in definition 8, and nioh
¼ ðpi � poh

Þ= k pi � poh
k

is a unit vector.

In control law (17), the rotational force field (see Figure

3) is added to combine with the repulsive force (see Figure

2) to drive robot i to quickly escape its neighboring obsta-

cle. While the potential force field is used to enable it to

avoid collision with its neighboring obstacle, the rotational

force field is used to solve the local minimum problems; for

instance, the robot meets a trapping point, at which the

repulsive force of the obstacles and the attractive force of

the target are balanced. Under the effect of the added rota-

tional force field, the robot always escapes this trapping

point. Furthermore, when robot is trapped in complex

obstacles (e.g. U-shape or long wall), the rotational vector

field will help it find a new path to escape these obstacles.

The direction of the rotational force can be clockwise or

counter clockwise (see Figure 3). Hence, this rotational

force is built as

f or
i ¼ wioh

cioh
nor

i ð20Þ

O

||fi
op||

di
o

rβ

(a) (b)

Figure 2. The description of the repulsive force field f op
i sur-

rounding the neighboring obstacle o of the robot i (a), and its

amplitude k f
op
i k (b).

-4
-2

0
2

2

0

2

4

0
2

4

(a) (b)

Figure 3. The clockwise rotational force field (a) and the counter
clockwise rotational force field (b).
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where the unit vector nor
i is given as

nor
i ¼ cor

i ððyi � yoh
Þ=dioh

;�ðxi � xoh
Þ=dioh

ÞT ð21Þ

where the scalar cor
i is used to define the direction for the

rotational force: the rotational force is clockwise if cor
i ¼ 1

and counter clockwise if cor
i ¼ �1. Now, we consider the

relationship between this unit vector and the vector

pi � poh
.

Let s be the angle between these vectors. Then, we have

coss ¼
cor

i ððxi � xoh
Þðyi � yoh

Þ � ðyi � yoh
Þðxi � xoh

ÞÞ
ðdioh
Þ2

¼ 0

ð22Þ

Equation (22) shows that the unit vector is always per-

pendicular to vector ðpi � poh
Þ. The positive gain factor

wioh
in equation (20) is used as a control element to drive

robots to quickly escape obstacles. Therefore, this control

element is designed such that the total force on robots

always has the direction in the selected rotational direction.

This control element is given as follows

wioh
¼ ð1þ cÞðk f

top
i k þloÞ ð23Þ

where lo is a positive factor and the force f
top
i is described

as

f
top
i ¼ f ij þ f

op
i ð24Þ

where f
op
i is the repulsive force from the neighboring obsta-

cles of robot i, and f ij is the attractive force from the virtual

node j in the desired formation (see algorithm 1). The con-

stant c in equation (23), which depends on angle a between

the sum vector f
top
i and the unit vector nor

i (see Figure 4), is

described as follows

c ¼
c1; if a < p=2

c2; otherwise

�
ð25Þ

where two constants c1 and c2 can be chosen as �1 < c1,

0 < c2, and c1 < c2. Equation (23) guarantees that robot i

always moves in the direction of the rotational force f or
i .

Hence, it can easily escape the obstacles in order to con-

tinue with its swarm to track the moving target.

The total vector for the control law for agent i is

f s ¼ f or
i þ f

top
i . From equations (20) and (23),

k f or
i k¼ wioh

. It is clear that when a < p=2, the angle

between f s and nioh
is smaller than p=2. When a � p=2,

k f or
i k¼ wioh

>k f
top
i k. This implies that the angle

between f s and nioh
is smaller than a=2, which is smaller

than p=2. As a result, the total vector drives the agent to the

direction to escape the obstacle (see Figure 4).

The obstacle avoidance analysis of the proposed scheme

follows a similar approach as in theorem 6 in the technical

report by Olfati-Saber.51 Unlike the method of Olfati-

Saber,51 in our method, when an agent meets an obstacle,

a rotational force field is generated which changes total

force field. Hence, the direction of the agent is turned

around the obstacle.

We summarize the above analysis in the following

theorem.

Theorem 2. Consider the active robot i with its dynamic

model (1). If robot i detects an obstacle in its obstacle

Robot´s trajectory

fij

qj

fi
op

fi
top

fi
or

ni
or

fi
or+ fi

top

pi

pi

U-shaped obstacle

(a)

α

Robot´s trajectory

f
ij

qj

fi
op

fi
top

fi
or

ni
or

fi
or+ fi

top

U-shaped obstacle

(b)

α

Figure 4. The description of the obstacle escape of a robot i while reaching a virtual node j: clockwise (a) and counter clockwise (b).
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detection range as in Figure 4, the control law in equation

(17) will drive robot i to escape the obstacle.

Remark 3. The protocol for collision avoidance for the

agents of the system in subsection Control architecture

employs a repulsive force in equation (14). Here, the shapes

of agents are simplified to be points or circles. In contrast,

the obstacle avoidance in this section is realized using

repulsive and rotational forces in equations (19) and (20)

for a class of complex obstacles (which can be large and

nonconvex). This enables agents to escape the obstacles

effectively. The constraint posed on a nonconvex obstacle

is that the radius of the osculating circle of the obstacle is

larger than rb, which is the obstacle detection range. The

rotational field is only activated if the obstacle is in the

obstacle detection range of the agent. However, if there are

many rotational forces due to many obstacles, the control

algorithm of the agent will have the rotational force from

the obstacle with the highest priority.

Remark 4. The complex obstacle used in our analysis is in a

U-shape, which is nonconvex (see Figure 4). A rigorous

study would be conducted to see whether our obstacle

avoidance approach can work with a more general class

of complex obstacles in the future.

Target tracking control algorithm

Firstly, a robot, which is closest to the target, is selected as

the leader in order to generate the desired formation. Then,

this leader leads its formation to track a moving target.

When the leader encounters a risk, such as it is broken or

trapped in obstacles, it must transfer its leadership to

another, and becomes a free member robot in the swarm.

The leader is selected as in algorithm 2.

The target tracking controller, which is designed based

on the relative position between the leader and the target,

has to guarantee that the formation’s motion is always dri-

ven toward the target. As introduced above, the V-shape

and circular shape formations are utilized to track and

encircle a moving target. Hence, the tracking task is to

make the distance between the leader and the target

dt
l ¼k pl � pt k, approaching the radius of the desired cir-

cular formation rt as fast as possible. This means that

lim
t!1
k pl � pt k¼ 0 and lim

t!1
k vl � vt k¼ 0. Based on the

above analysis, the control law for the target tracking is

proposed as follows

ut
l ¼ f t

l � kv
l ðvl � vtÞ þ _vt ð26Þ

where kt
l and _vt are the positive constant and the accelera-

tion of the target, respectively, and ðvl � vtÞ is the relative

velocity vector between the leader and the target.

The potential field from the target is used to drive the

leader moving toward the target, and is given by

f t
l ¼

1

dt
l

� 1

rt

0
@

1
A kt2

l

ðdt
lÞ

2
� kt3

l

ðdt
l � rtÞ

rt � rt

0
@

1
Ant

l; if dt
l < rt

�kt1
l nt

l; otherwise

8>><
>>:

ð27Þ

where kt2
l and kt3

l are positive constants, and rt and rt are

the target approaching radius and the desired radius of the

circular formation (rtmin < rt < rt), respectively. Here,

kt1
l ¼ ktd1

l þ e2 k vt k where ktd1
l and e2 are positive con-

stants. The unit vector along the line connection from the

target to the leader is computed as nt
l ¼ ðpl � ptÞ=

k pl � pt k. In equation (27), the constant attractive force

f t2
l ¼ �kt1

l nt
l is used to track the target when dt

l > rt. On

the other hand, the attractive/repulsive force field surround-

ing the equilibrium position, at which k pl � pt k¼ rt and

vl � vt ¼ 0, is employed to encircle the target when

dt
l � rt. Hence, using this combined vector field, the leader

can easily approach the target at the equilibrium position.

Theorem 3. Consider the leader l described by model (1) and

governed by control law (26) when dt
l � rt. If the velocity of

the target is smaller than the maximum velocity of the leader,

then the system (1) will converge to the equilibrium state, at

which vl ¼ vt and ðpl � ptÞ ¼ tðpl � ptÞ= k pl � pt k.

Proof. Firstly, we consider the vector field f t
1l ¼ Kln

t
l

in equation (27), where Kl ¼ ðkt2
l =dt

l � kt2
l =rtÞðdt

lÞ
2�

Algorithm 2. Leader selection.
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kt1
l ðdt

l � rtÞ=ðrt � rtÞ. Let Pl ¼ Klðxl � xtÞ= k pl � pt k,
Ql ¼ Klðyl � ytÞ= k pl � pt k, and Ql ¼ 0. Then, we have

rotðf t
1lÞ ¼

@Zl

@yl

� @Ql

@zl

;
@Pl

@zl

� @Zl

@xl

;
@Ql

@xl

� @Pl

@yl

� �T

¼ 0

ð28Þ

Equation (28) shows that the vector field f t
1l is not

rotational.

Consider the scale function

V t
l ¼

1

2
kt2

l

1

dt
l

� 1

rt

� �
2 þ k

t1
l ðdt

l � rtÞ2

ðrt � rtÞ

 !
ð29Þ

Taking the negative gradient of V t
l, we obtain

�rV t
l ¼ �r

kt2
l

2

1

dt
l

� 1

rt

0
@

1
A

2

þ k
t1
l ðdt

l � rtÞ2

2ðrt � rtÞ

0
@

1
A

¼ � kt2
l

dt
l

� k
t2
l

rt

0
@

1
Arð1

dt
l

� 1

rt
Þ

� k
t1
l ðdt

l � rtÞ
ðrt � rtÞ rðd

t
l � rtÞ

¼ kt2
l

dt
l

� k
t2
l

rt
1

ðdt
lÞ

2
rdt

l �
kt1

l ðdt
l � rtÞ

ðrt � rtÞ

0
@

1
Ardt

l

¼ kt2
l

dt
l

� k
t2
l

rt

0
@

1
A 1

ðdt
lÞ

2
� k

t1
l ðdt

l � rtÞ
ðrt � rtÞ

0
@

1
Ardt

l

¼ kt2
l

dt
l

� k
t2
l

rt

0
@

1
A 1

ðdt
lÞ

2
� k

t1
l ðdt

l � rtÞ
ðrt � rtÞ

0
@

1
A ðpl � ptÞ
k pl � pt k

¼ f t
1l

ð30Þ

Hence, equations (28) and (30) show that the vector field

f t
1l is also a potential field, and its potential function is V t

l.

In order to analyze the stability of the leader at the

equilibrium position, at which k pl � pt k¼ rr and

vl � vt ¼ 0, let ~x1 ¼ pl � pt and ~x2 ¼ vl � vt. Then, the

error dynamic of the system is described as

_~x1 ¼ ~x2 ð31Þ

_~x2 ¼ _vl � _vt ¼ ut
l � _vt ð32Þ

From equations (26) and (31), we have

_~x1 ¼ ~x2 ð33Þ

_~x2 ¼ rV t
l � ktv

l ~x2 ð34Þ

To analyze the stability of the system (33), we choose

the following Lyapunov function candidate

V t ¼ V t
l þ

1

2
~xT

2~x2 ð35Þ

Taking the time derivative of equation (35) along the

trajectory of the system (33), we obtain

_V t ¼ rV t
l
_~x1 þ ~xT

2
_~x2 ¼ ktv

l ~xT
2~x2 � 0 ð36Þ

According to LaSalle’s theorem, ~x2 ! 0.50 It can easily

be shown that ~x2 is uniformly continuous. Hence, accord-

ing to Barbalat’s lemma, _~x2 ! 0.52 This implies from

equation (33) that rV t
l ! 0 or f t

l ! 0. Hence, dt
l ! rt

due to the description of the potential force function in

equation (27). So, the system (33) is stable at the equili-

brium position when using the control law (26). In other

words, using the controller (26), the leader will converge

to the equilibrium position, at which the distance between

the leader and the target is equal to the radius of the

desired circular formation. c

Remark 5. The formation of the swarm changes with respect

to the relative position between the leader and the target.

Initially, a robot will be chosen as a leader to lead its

formation toward the target if it is closest to the target.

During the motion of the swarm, if the current leader faces

any risk (for instance, it is broken from the formation or

hindered by the environment), then a new leader is nomi-

nated. Algorithm 2 guarantees that this new leader will

reorganize the formation and continue to lead the swarm

to track the target.

Remark 6. Obstacles in the environment can be sensed by

several methods. Onboard sensors of each agent can detect

them. In addition, hybrid approaches can employ a group of

aerial drones to capture the images of obstacles and agents

and transfer data to the agents.19,20

Remark 7. The paper53 addressed the swarm tracking prob-

lem to capture a moving target in a specific formation using

artificial potentials and sliding mode control. The dynamics

used in this work are fully actuated. The artificial potentials

are used for the formation and tracking control goals. Slid-

ing techniques are used to deal with uncertainty, which

exhibits robustness of the proposed control method. The

control framework by Yao et al.53 was then applied for

agents with nonholonomic dynamics by Gazi et al.54 Our

control strategy shares the same principle as in the studies

of Yao et al.53 and Gazi et al.54 where artificial potentials

are employed for formation and target tracking control. On

the one hand, the work of Yao et al.53 and Gazi et al.54

considers robustness issues, which we do not address in this

article. On the other hand, our article deals with collision

and obstacle avoidance, which are not included in the

article.53,54

Case study

The proposed algorithms as discussed in the previous sec-

tion can allow the robots to follow predefined formations

such as V-shape, circular, or line shape. Due to their

Dang et al. 9



similarity, we just present two cases of V-shape and circu-

lar shape. Let pl ¼ ðxl; ylÞT and pt ¼ ðxt; ytÞT be the posi-

tions of the leader and the target, respectively. The relative

position vector between the leader and the target is

ðpl � ptÞ ¼ ðxl � xt; yl � ytÞT , and the distance between

them is determined as dt
l ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðxl � xtÞ2 þ ðyl � ytÞ2

q
.

V-shape formation

Firstly, in order to build the V-shape desired formation, we

design the right side of this V-shape based on the desired

formation angle �d and the relative position between the

leader and the target. As presented in Figure 5, the coordi-

nates of the base node q� on the coordinate system x0y0

(q0� ¼ ðx�0 ; y�0 ÞT ) are determined as follows

x0�

y0�

 !
¼k q� � pl k

cos dd

sin dd

� �
ð37Þ

where the angle dd ¼ ffðq� � plÞ; ðpt � plÞ is equal to �d=2

and �d > 0 is the desired formation angle (see Figure 5).

The base node q� is employed to generate virtual nodes on

the right side of the V-shape. It lies on the line which

deviates with an angle of dd from the line connecting the

leader and the target. The distance between the base node

q� and the leader is equal to the distance of consecutive

virtual nodes on the right wing of the V-shape. By rotating

and translating equation (37) according to coordinate sys-

tems x’’y’’ and xy,55 we obtain the position of the desired

node q� on the coordinate system xy as follows

q� ¼ pl þ Rq0� ð38Þ

From base node q� and the position of the leader, we

determine a unit vector along the line connecting from

q� to pl as n�l ¼ ðpl � q�Þ= k pl � q� k. The rotational

matrix R, which depends on the rotational angle q, is

determined as

R ¼

cos q �sin q

sin q cos q

 !
; if q rotates clockwise

cos q sin q

�sin q cos q

 !
; otherwise

8>>>>><
>>>>>:

ð39Þ

Now, a virtual node j (dl
j ¼k pl � qj k¼ jd;

qj ¼ ðxj; yjÞT ; vj ¼ ðvjx; vjyÞT ; j ¼ 1; 2; :::;N?; N? 2 R) is

determined by the unit vector n�l as

ðqj � plÞ ¼ jdn�l ð40Þ

Here, d is the distance between any two consecutive

virtual nodes. Note that k pl � q� k¼ d. Substituting

n�l ¼ ðpl � q�Þ= k pl � q� k into equation (40), we obtain

qj ¼ ð1þ jÞpl � jq� ð41Þ

Equation (41) can be rewritten as

xj

yj

 !
¼
ð1þ jÞxl

ð1þ jÞyl

� �
�

jx�

jy�

 !
ð42Þ

Equation (42) shows that when j changes from j ¼ 1 to

j ¼ N ?, we obtain the formation of the N ? virtual nodes.

These nodes lie on a line connecting pl and q� and are

equally spaced (the right side of the desired V-shape for-

mation; see Figure 5).

Similarly, the virtual node j on the left side of the V-

shape is designed as

ðqj � qlÞ ¼ jdnlh ð43Þ

where nlh ¼ ðqh � plÞ= k qh � pl k is a unit vector. Hence,

qj ¼ ð1� jÞpl þ jqh ð44Þ

where qh is the position of the base node on the line which

deviates from the line through the leader and the target with

an angle of ðp� ddÞ (see Figure 5). The base node qh of the

left side is similar to the base node q� of the right side of

the V-shape. The distance between the base node qh and the

leader is equal to the distance of consecutive virtual nodes

on the left wing of the V-shape. Similar to equation (38),

this base node is determined as

qh ¼ pl þ Rq0h ð45Þ

Using equation (45), we obtain the formation of the

virtual node j. They lie on the line through pl and qh and

are equally spaced (the left side of the V-shape; see

Figure 5). Finally, the law to generate the desired V-

shape formation of the virtual nodes j ðj ¼ 1; 2; :::;NÞ is

proposed as

θ
pl

qμ

Left side of the
desired V-formation

x

y

y’ y’’

x’’
x’μ

x”μ

y”μ

y’μ

φd

d
nμl

δd

qη

nlη

Target
pt

Right side of the
desired V-formation

Formation’s
direction θ

x’

Figure 5. The description of the method to build the V-shape
desired formation.
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qj ¼
ð1þ x1Þpl � x1q�; if j � N=2þ 1

ð1� x2Þpl þ x2q�; otherwise

(
ð46Þ

where x1 ¼ j� 1 and x2 ¼ j� 1� floorðN=2Þ are positive

factors. Using equation (46), the virtual nodes j

(j ¼ 1; 2; :::;N ) will be evenly distributed to both sides of

the leader. Hence, we obtain a V-shape formation due to

these desired virtual nodes and a constant formation angle

�d ¼ 2dd , as shown in Figure 6(a). In some cases, such as

under the influence of an environmental factor (noises,

wind, obstacle avoidance, etc.), the formation angle needs

to be changed to adapt to the effect of this environment.

Thus, the formation angle is chosen as

�ðtÞ ¼ �d þ e3�ðtÞ ð47Þ

where e3 is a positive constant, and �ðtÞ is used as a sensing

function that decides the formation angle �ðtÞ. However,

this formation angle �ðtÞ must guarantee that there are no

collisions among the members in the formation. In other

words, it depends on the repulsive radius of each robot.

Hence, the smallest formation angle is computed as

�dmin ¼ arccosð1� r2
r =2d2Þ.

Circular formation

As presented above, the circular formation is used to encir-

cle the moving target when the distance between the leader

and the target is shorter than the target approaching radius

dt
l ¼k pl � pt k� rt. Hence, this desired formation is

designed based on the relative position between the target

and the leader, as shown in Figure 6.

The position of the virtual nodes j (j ¼ 1; 2; :::;N ) on the

circle, whose central point is at the target’s position pt and

whose radius is dt
l ¼k pl � pt k, is computed as

qj ¼ pl þ Rq0j; j ¼ 1; 2; :::;N ð48Þ

The position of the virtual node j on the coordinate

system x0y0 (q0j ¼ ðx0j; y0jÞT ) is computed as

x0j

y0j

 !
¼ dt

l

cosð2jp=NÞ
sinð2jp=NÞ

� �
; j ¼ 1; 2; :::;N ð49Þ

Let the virtual node owned by the leader be the first

position in the circular desired formation. Substituting

equation (49) into equation (48), we have the circular for-

mation of the virtual node j as follows

xj

yj

 !
¼

xt

yt

� �
þ Rdt

l

cosð2zp=NÞ
sinð2zp=NÞ

� �
; j ¼ 1; 2; :::;N ; z ¼ j� 1

ð50Þ

Equation (50) shows that the distributed virtual nodes j

(j ¼ 1; 2; :::;N ) on the circular desired formation are equi-

distant, and the distance from them to the target is

dt
l ¼k pl � pt k (see Figure 6(b)). The desired radius is

chosen such as the distances among agents guarantee colli-

sion avoidance when the circle formation is achieved.

Simulation results

In this section, we use the V-shape and circular desired

formations, which are built in section Case study, to illus-

trate the proposed control algorithms. We assume that the

initial velocities of the robots and the target are zero. The

(a)

d

q1=ql

q2

q3

qfloor(N/2+1)

qfloor(N/2+2)

qfloor(N/2+3)

qN

d
Target

dl
 t

q3

qN
qN-1

q2

q4

q1=ql

(b)

Figure 6. The description of the distributed virtual node j in the desired V-shape formation (a) and in the desired circular shape
formation (b).
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initial positions of the robots are random. Each robot can

sense the position of other robots within its sensing range as

well as the positions of the target and obstacles. The target

moves in a sine wave trajectory, which is defined

as pt ¼ ð0:9t þ 640; 160sinð0:01tÞ þ 250ÞT . The general

parameters of the simulations are listed in Table 2.

Achievement of desired formation

For this simulation, the formation angle is selected as

�ðtÞ ¼ 2p=3. The proposed algorithms were used to gen-

erate the desired formations (V-shape and circular shape)

and control the robots to move toward the virtual nodes in

the desired formation (algorithm 1).

The results in Figure 7 show that the desired forma-

tions were easily created. Robots, which have random

initial positions, quickly achieved the desired positions

in these desired formations while tracking a moving

target without collisions. The position permutations

among the members in the formation appeared, but they

did not influence the structure of the formation when

tracking the target. As shown in Figure 7, at the initial

time, one robot was chosen as the leader to drive its

formation toward the target in a V-shape formation. At

time t ¼ 70 s, the V-shape formation was constructed,

and it was kept until the square robot detected the obsta-

cle O1. At time t ¼ 160 s, while avoiding the obstacle

O1, the virtual node, which was owned by the square

robot, became a free node. Then, this virtual node

attracted the triangular robot to become the active node

at time t ¼ 200 s. After escaping the obstacle, the square

robot quickly approached the remaining free node of the

desired formation, as shown in Figure 7. Similarly, the

rhombus robot was permuted with other robots in the

formation while avoiding the obstacle O2. At time t ¼
250 s, the V-shape formation changed to the circular

formation to encircle the target. In this situation, the

member robots became the free robots, and then they

approached the desired circular formation. Figure 8

shows that this circular formation was kept around the

target at the desired radius rt at time t ¼ 320 s. In other

words, the leader’s position is stable at the equilibrium

point, at which k pl � pt k¼ rt .

Next we consider the connection of a swarm when the

leader was trapped in the complex obstacle (e.g. U-shape

obstacle; see Figure 9). In this situation, the actual leader

had to transfer its leadership to other members in the

swarm, and managed to escape this obstacle. Figure 10

shows that, at time t ¼ 0 s, the square robot was chosen

as the leader, and its leadership was kept until it was

trapped in the U-shape obstacle at time t ¼ 200 s. While

avoiding obstacle, the square leader transferred its leader-

ship to the triangular robot, which was not faced with any

obstacles and closest to the target. Then, this square leader

became a free robot. It automatically found a way (lilac

Table 2. Parameter values.

Parameter Definition Value

N Number of robots 9
�d Desired formation angle 2p=3 rad
rt Desired radius of circular formation 60 m
rt Target approach radius 100 m
rr Collision radius around each robot 45 m
d Desired distance between robots in

the V-shape
60 m

l, l?, la Positive constants 15,10, 5

e1, e2, e3 Positive constants 1, 0.5, 0.7

kc1
i , kc2

i Constants for fast repulsion 80, 12

ko1
i , ko2

i Constants for fast obstacle avoidance 90, 15

kt1d
l , kt2

l , kt3
l Constants for approaching to target 1, 0.6, 4

kp1d
i , kp2

i , kp3
i Positive constants 3, 4, 9

kf
i , k

tv
l , kc

ik Damping constants 1, 1.2, 1.5
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Figure 7. The evolution of a swarm following the desired for-
mations under the influence of the dynamic environment while
tracking a moving target.
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Figure 8. The distance between the leader and the target in case
the leader is not hindered while tracking a moving target.
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way) to escape this U-shape obstacle in order to continue

following its formation.

After receiving the leadership, the triangular robot

reorganized a new formation and continued to lead this

formation to track the target. The distance between the

new leader and the target shrunk until it achieved the

active radius of the circular desired formation

k pl � pt k¼ rt . Then, this distance was maintained to

encircle the moving target (see Figure 10). Moreover,

Figure 9 shows that the position permutation between the

square leader and the triangular leader did not influence

the structure of the formation.

The robustness of the swarm in noisy environment

In this subsection, we examine the robustness of the for-

mation under the influences of noise and the change of the

formation angle. Distances and velocities of agents are

affected by noises, whose profiles are the Gaussian

function with zero mean and variance of 1 (see Figure

11). The formation angle �ðtÞ is used for simulations as

�ðtÞ ¼ 2p=3þ 1:6sinð0:2tÞ (see Figure 12).

Figure 14 shows that robot i was always close to active

node j in the desired formation, and its formation was
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Figure 9. Path planning for a swarm following the desired for-
mations while tracking a moving target with the leader
permutation.
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Figure 10. Distance between the leaders while tracking a moving
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Figure 12. Formation angle �ðtÞ=2 while tracking a moving
target.

Figure 13. Position errors k pi � qj k between the positions of
the agents and their desired positions under the effect of the
noise.
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maintained following the desired formations (V-shape and

circular formation) under the influence of the noisy envi-

ronment and the changes of the formation angle �ðtÞ=2.

The position error between each robot i and active node j,

at which this robot i was occupying, is small (see Figures

12 and 13). Figure 14 also reveals that from the random

initial positions, the free robots quickly found their desired

position in the desired V-shape formation. Then, they

tracked a moving target in a stable V-shape formation. At

time t ¼ 70 s, under the influence of the sudden change of

the formation angle from � ¼ 2p=3 to � ¼ ðp� 0:6Þ, the

formation was broken, but it was quickly redesigned to

continue to track the moving target. In contrast, when the

formation angle �ðtÞ changed slowly, the formation of

robots was always maintained following the desired

V-shape formation with the small position errors (see

Figures 13 and 14). Moreover, the simulation results show

that the noise had influences on the position errors of the

robot formation, but they only caused small formation

changes, as shown in Figure 13.

Conclusion

In this article, a new method for decentralized formation

control of autonomous robots has been presented, in which

the swarm tracks a moving target in a dynamic and noisy

environment. The robot system can form predefined forma-

tions such as V-shape or circular shape while avoiding

collisions among agents of the swarm. The new mechanism

which combines the rotational and the repulsive forces can

drive robots to quickly escape complex obstacles such as

those with concave shapes. The theoretical analysis of the

proposed algorithm is given. In our future research, the

proposed approach would serve as a framework for addres-

sing the formation control of multiagent systems in two-

dimensional space such as unmanned aerial vehicles and

underwater robots.
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